<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>SPEAKER(S)</th>
<th>LINKS</th>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>NATCHER ROOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SEP 12 | Kenneth Langa, MD, PhD  
University of Michigan | BIO  
WEBSITE | EPIDEMIOLOGY AND COST OF DEMENTIA | Balcony B |
| OCT 29 | Panel Discussion  
Inbal Nahum-Shani, PhD  
University of Michigan  
Jesse Dallery, PhD  
University of Florida  
David Mohr, PhD  
Northwestern University | BIO  
BIO  
BIO  
BIO  
WEBSITE | MHEALTHMEASUREMENT | Balcony B |
| NOV 14 | Brian Nosek, PhD  
University of Virginia | BIO  
WEBSITE | REPLICABILITY IN THE SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES | Room F1/F2 |
| DEC 2 | Joan Chiao, PhD  
Northwestern University | BIO  
WEBSITE | CULTURAL NEUROSCIENCE | Balcony C |
| JAN 9 | Emily Falk, PhD  
University of Pennsylvania | BIO  
WEBSITE | COMMUNICATION NEUROSCIENCE | Balcony B |
| FEB 13 | Joel Gittelsohn, PhD  
Johns Hopkins University | BIO  
WEBSITE | SYSTEMS SCIENCE & THE GLOBAL CHILDHOOD OBESITY CENTER | Balcony B |
| MAR 13 | J. David Sweatt, PhD  
University of Alabama, Birmingham | BIO  
WEBSITE | EPIGENETICS IN LEARNING AND MEMORY | Balcony B |
| APR 10 | Jerome Reiter, PhD  
Duke University | BIO  
WEBSITE | STATISTICAL METHODS FOR PROTECTING DATA CONFIDENTIALITY | Balcony B |
| MAY 8 | Panel Discussion  
Ann Morning, PhD  
New York University  
Dorothy Roberts, JD  
University of Pennsylvania  
Jo Phelan, PhD  
Columbia University | BIO  
BIO  
WEBSITE | SOCIAL INEQUALITIES IN HEALTH | Balcony B |